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Writing Portfolios: A Resource for Teaching and Assessment

By: Caroline Stern, Assistant Professor

Ferris State University,

Dept. of Languages & Literature

Big Rapids,MI 49307

It took a bolt of lightening to teach me how much MY writing had

improved in the last year. The surge Protector on my home computer didn't

keep the lightening strike from locking me out of my word processing

files, but I didn't panic because I had paper back up copies of all mY

class handouts, exercises, and tests. But, while I had revised mY

computer files each time I taught a subject, my paper back UP copies were

over a year old. My computerized files were still fresh in MY mind, so

when I reviewed MY old drafts, I could easily see how important my

intermediate revisions were. Anyone who has ever studied the before and

after photos that are so popular in beauty magazines can understand that

contrast is a very effective mode of persuasion and instruction. It was

my computer experience that brought home to me the value in measuring

writing ability by evaluating not only the end product, but the revising

and persistence it took to achieve a finished draft. I didn't value where

was as a writer until I understood how far I had come.

I wanted my basic writing students to understand the same lesson and
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COO Way I was able tO accomplish this was by changing from grading their

single assignments to having them compile a writing portfolio that I could

evaluate. I taught composition courses for basic writers who were working

to achieve a twelfth grade level of competency in composition so theY

could qualify to enter college level classes. Since all of the students

deficient in some area of writing ability, the program I taught in offered

a writing intensive course which prepared the students for a two hour exit

competency essay test that would measure their readiness for college level

work. Each student's essay test was rated according to the methods and

standards outlined in Lbs. Nature and, Measurement 0_ competency la English

edited by Charles R. Cooper (National Council of Teachers of English,

1981) and in E_yaluating wnitiaa: Q1Ac_mitina Measuring, ..ludging by

Charles R. Cooper and Lee Odell (NCTE, 1971). Using this system, we were

able to determine where our students had arrived in ability at the end of

the semester, but we never had a measurement of the distance they had come

to arrive at that ability level. Introducing a writing portfolio

assessment gave us material to use to evaluate the students' finished

Products and also their Persistence in developing and revising to that

finished draft. The writing portfolio also allowed teachers, students,

and administrators to see con,;rete evidence of the process and the

product. It was helpful to measure the process becau.Le I was teaching

developmental EnPlish to students with low grade points or test scores in

English composition. I wanted to know how much impact the class had on

all the students, not just the ones who achieved competency by the end of

the semester. Using portfolio evaluation, I found I had students who had
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made great progress even theJgh they fell short of the exit competency

level. I had always felt that this was the case, but the writing

portfolios gave me evidence to prove it. The writing portfolios gave me

the means to tract the development and process of their patterns of error

and achievement as well as a final product to use to determine their

readiness for college writing. I could also measure cognitive and

effective learning bY reviewing the work in each student's portfolio.

This proved so valuable in my writing instruction that I began using

writing portfolios in all of MY composition classes.

PORTFOLIO GROUND RULES

Monitoring student progress is easily done using a portfolio since

the collection of student pre-writing and writing samples provides a more

complete picture of writing ability than any single assignment or test

can. Physically, writing portl'olios are simply a collection of each

student's writing in a loose leaf, folder, or file. First, students must

maintain and organize their own portfolios according to the teacher's

guidelines. The students must understand that their portfolios must

always be ready for review so they learn responsibility and the teacher

can track students' progress and persistence in completing assignments by

having available the complete body of writing that leads to the final

draft rather than Just the final product of the writing. Typically the

writing portfolio would contain the assignment sheet, brainstorming

exercises, essay plan/outline, and first through final drafts. While

this Practice is already followed in manY classrooms, the portfolio takes

it at step further by requiring students to keep all of their essays over a
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period of time. Additionally, they must add to the portfolio all ungraded

workk buch Os JOUrrial writing or extra pre-writing they do for assignments

along with revisions of their works in progress. They must take

responsibility to select and edit writing samples on their own initiative

and not just upon the teacher's request. Thus the teacher has resources

for measuring the students' willingness to learn.

To facilitate tracking students' work, all assignments must be

numbered and dated so both teacher and student can determine the order in

which the writing was done and thus measure the evolution of the student's

writing abilities. To help my students get organized, I periodically gave

them a table of contents that listed everything that they should have in

their portfolios. It wasn't until I gave them class time to organize

their portfolios so I could collect *hem that I

understood how many students had problems with writing because they could

never hold on to their pre-writing notes in an organized way long enough

to produce a finished

draft. I was dismayed by the looks of panic as students fumbled to find

missing brainstorming sheets or essay plans. I sent those students home

and told them they had to create or "re-create" the missing pre-writing

exercises and hand them in in their portfolio the next day. So even

though those stages of writing hadn't been graded by me, the students

understood they had value in helping them arrive at the finished product

beccuse I would not accept the finished draft without them.

It wasn't a shock to me that some students have more problems with

the housekeeping than with the critical thinking it takes to produce good

writing. And for some students, the portfolio taught them to be better
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organized and more responsible for ell the stages of writing rather than

just the final dreft. Their portfolios were supposed to be current with

the assignment whether it was for graded or ungraded stages of the writing

process. The importance of this was reinforced for the students when I

asked them to pull out their portfolios and use their pre-writing to

complete in class an essay that wasn't due until the next week. When I

discovered that a good number of students sPent half the class fumbling

through their messy folders to locate the materials, I decided to help

them by checking and grading their portfolios on a weekly basis against

the table of contents sheet for completeness, organization and neatness.

This wasn't time consuming for me because I used a check grading system

instead of a letter grade.

A WINDOW ON THE PROCESS

Students learned through the portfolio that writing was evolutionary

and that good pre-writing is the foundation of good writing. If

assessment of writing does not recognize that, it is incomplete because

it evaluates product and not process. The writing Portfolios gave me a

window into the students' willingness and flexibility in investing in that

process. The students' portfolios provided concrete evidence of the

stages that were missing or weak or misdirected.

Having the students included in the portfolio all of their

pre-writing for a particular assignment demonstrates the level of their

willingness to learn. I always review rough drafts, but when I collected

153
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the Portfolios, I discovered exactly how many drafts some students wrote.

For slcIme it wes the minimumpone, and that explained some of their problems

with writing; for others, there were multiple drafts and still they had

Problems with the finished product. By reviewing all stages of writing, I

could determine more easily where the problem began. Was the student

revising or simply recopying what he or she had written before? Were

students able to generate enough ideas to develop a quality essay and were

they able to identify and select the best ideas for development?

Additionally this window into the process provided a vehicle to help

reduce plagiarism.

All this paper shuffling may sound like more work for the teacher,

but it wasn't because I was selective in which stage of the process I

would be collecting or reviewing and whether an assignment was worth a

letter or check grade. Giving a V for satisfactory work, a - for

unsatisfactory work, and a + for excellent work satisfied the students'

need for teacher feedback and my need to keep the workload manageable.

With some stJdents I studied just the final draft while with others I

could learn more by reviewing the pre-writing. The students also

understood that I could collect the portfolios on short notice to measure

their progress in staying current with the assignments deadlines. I

treated much of this grading as I do journal reading; I did a quick

review of the materiel and studied only the pre-writing that sent up "red

flags." The students were motivated to have the work complete and

organized because they knew they were responsible for working through and

having evidence of every stage of the writing process. They also knew I

could ask them at any time to pull a previous work from their portfolios

and complete a rewrite in class.
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The writing portfolio thus provided a variety of resources for

assessment. / could measure a student's persistence in reaching a final

essay. How much did the student invested in brainstorming? Did it show

in the final draft? How many revisions did the student draft before the

final essay was ready? What does that say about the student's willingness

to learn and abilitY to learn? What portion of the writinv process did

the student give the most effort? What did that say about the student's

perception of the importance nf that stage and how did that perception

relate to the quality of the finished product? Was a weak final draft the

product of insufficient or misdirected brainstorming or a lack of

understanding the assignment's guidelines or Purpose? Since the portfolio

required students to hand in all of their work on a final draft, I had the

option to review and grade any stage of the process or product. The

pre-writing notes in the portfolio gave me clues to the student's

thinking. And the portfolio gave the students a vehicle to organized and

Present that paper trail to me.

CONCRETE EVIDENCE OF CHANGE

When I talked with students about their writing, I pulled the

evidence to support MY points from their own port'olios. I was not

surprised to discover that there were patterns to their strengths and

weaknesses as is writer because the portfolio provided me with previous

essays and pre-writing exercises to test and prove my diagnosis.
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More importantly, the Portfolio PrOvided the students with concrete

evidence of their progress in writing. The writing portfolio would be

incomplete if it didn't give students the teacher's response to their

work over a period of time instead of just on isolated assignments. That

was why midway through the semester I would collect the portfolio and

spend time filling out an checklist and evaluation form which I re-urned

to the students.

With all of the students I have, I can't always keep a mental

inventory of each student's writing style. The portfolio provided me with

prompts from my own grading on past assignments. I noted patterns of

errors that each student was making end always set short term goals for

correcting those errors. This didn't have to be complicated; for

example, it was easy for me to read MY comments on previous essays and

determine from that, for instance, that a student persistently had poor

paragraph development or maybe problems with comma splice errors. I would

then write a note to the student to work on this specific problem since it

was showing Up as a pattern. Likewise, if the student corrected an error

that he or she had persistently made in earlier essays, I would applaud

the learning that had taken place.

For example, one of my students was discouraged because she had so

many corrections on her Papers. When I looked at the body of her work

over the span of several essays, I discovered that she was repeating the

same three mistakes. I spread her essays across my desk and showed her

the evidence presented in her writing. She came to understand that bY

investing time in learning to correct these three errors, she could
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eliminate making most of the mistakes that had plagued her in the past.

Without the the writing portfolio, I would not have had the resources to

early diagnosis the patterns of the errors nor the evidence to convince

her to make the change in her writing. Plus, many students will not

dedicate themselves to investing effort to correct an error if they feel

the error is an isolated one. Likewise, other students perceive each

correction as a separate error and are therefore overwhelmed by the

enormity of their problem; using the writing portfolio, I can help

students identify and understand the patterns of error and show them that

they are closer to .ttorrectness than they MaY have at first believed.

They need the ph.,sical evidence to motivate them.

LEARNING SELF ASSESSMENT

Assessment is also not .7.omplete unless students learn to

self-assess. How else can they learn to write with confidence and success

outside the classroom? The writing portfolio, since it includes wri'ing

samples over a period of time, provides a vehicle to accomplish this.

Ideally the first writing in the portfolio should be the base line for

measuring progress. My students write a short essay in the first days of

class to create this base line essay. I Antentionally leave this draft

ungraded except to note in MY grade book that it has been completed. I

return it to the students and tell them to store it in their portfolios

for future use. Midway through the semester I ask the students to take
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that essay from their portfolios and write a self assessment of their

btrenOthS and weaknesses using that first day essay es evidence for their

points. This gives them an awareness that they have made progress as a

writer because they can always look at that essay with a fresh eye and see

mistakes that they hadn't seen when they originally wrote it. It is

concrete evidence of change, hopefully of their own improvement.

At this point I also ask students to grade their own essay and write a

critique of the essay. They receive a critique sheet to prompt them to

self assess by asking them questions . I ask them that first day essay

shows them about the strengths they have developed as a writer? What have

they learned since they wrote this first essay? What do they need to work

on as a writer? I had students who could see from this first day essay

that a few months ago they weren't

writing complete sentences or organizing their paragraphs or giving

adequate development to their ideas. Cotitrasting their writing then to

what they saw it as now is a very persuasive method for convincing them

that they are learning. Most gain confidence in their ability to learn and

in the rewards of their persistence.

At the end of the semester they once again pull the first cii:ky essaY

from their portfolio with the mid term critique and I ask them to do

another evaluation of their progress. They must name the writingi skills

they have learned and then demonstrate that they have learned them by

using examples from their more recent drafts in their portfolios. I ask

them to show and tel; me how they have most improved as a writer and what

evidence there is in that first day and subsequent essays to prove their

belief? They identify the writing skills they need to improve. This

[10)
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exercise tests the level of consciousness that students have about their

own writing ability and it is made easier for them because of the contrast

that should be apparent between the writing in the first day essay and one

of the final drafts that they pull from their portfolios.

Since I never grade or write comments on the first day essay, the

students ore not led by my direct prompts. Using this self-assessment

exercise I have had students talk about paragraph structure and idea

development; they have discussed their ability to understand the writing

assignment and focus on purpose and unity. They identified problems with

audience and faulty logic and I had to feel that be being able to name the

problems they had they achieved a better understanding of the challenges

of writing and how to avoid their own weakness while using their

strengths.

The self-evaluation was not as painful because they were working with

concrete material, their own writing. They were also evaluating writing

they had done months before,and the distance in time allowed the students'

to feel less threatened by their weakness because they were using their

previous mistakes to prove their own progress. Students were always

motivated to put a great deal of thought into this last assignment in the

portfolio because they knew the purnose of it was to argue their readiness

for promotion to the next class. All of the evidence to support their

case had to come from the examples of their writing in their portfolios.

A final exercise in the portfolio can be to ask students to edit out

the Papers and determine which writing demonstrates their best work or

most representative work. They need to learn what is valuable in their

pre-writing and what is not and this portfolio "housekeeping" allows them
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to practice this vital skill. This exercise also prepares the portfolio

te be carried forward to be used in the students' next composition class

or any class that requices writing. Teachers who keep files of their

previous handouts, lesson plans, and tests already recognize tl-e value of

this type of portfolio building and editing. We should teach this skill

to our students as well.

When our students learn that all writing should relate to and build

on previous writing, they will understand the value of a well maintained

writing portfolio and its impact as a resource for their future writing.

Although I may not have a bolt of lightening to teach that lesson to my

students the Way it was brought home to me, the writing portfolio as a

classroom practice for students plants that concept in students' minds.
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